The need for disease

95% of all people do not know that our body has the capacity to heal itself from any disease. If we can create a disease then we can heal it too. We depend so much upon external resources and physical aspects of being a human in order to fight against diseases and get quick relief from symptoms; basically, we go back to the state before the symptoms began and then continue on the same path as before when we received warning signs or just produce entirely different symptoms, and keep on cycling through the creation and disappearance of symptom for the rest of our lives. I medicines are useless, that while using medication, it is also of utter importance to integrate the working and accessing of the unconscious mind to find where of illness lie. For example, Bruce Lee was considered one of the strongest people in the world, yet he died at 32 years of age. While it was widely believed that he died of cerebral edema, there are still many rumors circulating about his untimely death. Was it that he was not able to confront his basic fears that were created during his childhood? We will never know the real truth unless we explore the depths of unconsciousness and begin to understand the malignant energy lurking beneath any disease. Can a heart attack, be an unconscious form of committing suicide or are willing to our unconscious and the connections working within it, be surprised to learn that although Mother Teresa sacrificed her life for the upliftment of humanity, she suffered from periodic depression, a chronic form of emotional darkness and that was, of course, created by her at an unconscious level. Does this mean that by serving others the way she did that she was trying to fill a dark void within her that was created in her childhood? All these questions remain a challenge us to our perspective we may research related to our unconscious mind in order to create a need for the disease.
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